Electromobility
Milestones

EU Green Deal calls for
at least 40% cut in
greenhouse gas emissions by this date
New business models
such as ‘cost per hour’
and e-commerce set to
become more standard
in construction
2040

The sale price of an
electric machine
set to level out
against diesel

Norway becomes the
first country where
sales of electric cars
outnumber diesel
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Commercial electric
solutions in construction are now becoming
more common

Covid-19 reduces urban
pollution, revealing the
extent of change
required to mitigate
climate change

Paris Agreement sets
out its goals to limit
global warming to 1.5
degrees Celsius
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Concept & commitment

Many cities to ban
petrol and diesel
vehicles from urban
centres by 2030
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Commercialization

Commonly accepted
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Volvo CE begins work on first concept
electric machines.

Volvo CE unveils the next generation
electric load carrier concept, the HX02,
and the EX02, an award winning fully
electric compact excavator prototype.

Volvo CE electric compact machines now
commercially available.

35% of all vehicles sold as part of Volvo
Group will be electric.

Volvo CE unveils first electric customer
pilot in China.

2040

2014
Volvo CE launches Construction Climate
Challenge (CCC) to promote sustainability
throughout the construction value chain.
2015
Volvo CE commits to WWF Climate
Savers program to develop innovations for
a zero-emission society.
2016
Introduction of Volvo CE’s futuristic hybrid,
battery electric and autonomous concept
machines LX01 and HX01.

2018

Volvo CE introduces mid-size electric
prototype machine EC230.

Carbon emissions reduced by 98% when
Volvo CE and Skanska record
ground-breaking results from the Electric
Site research project, the world’s first
‘emission free’ quarry.

Volvo Autonomous Solutions industrializes
its autonomous electric hauler TA-15 with
a customer pilot transporting material
from site to landfill.

2019
Volvo CE makes industry-first commitment
to electromobility for its compact machine
range, stopping new diesel engine-based
development.
2020
Volvo Group commits to Science-Based
Targets.

Volvo Construction Equipment

2021
Volvo Energy launched to develop battery
and charging infrastructure framework.
Mid 2020s
Customer testing for Volvo Group hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles to start as
part of cellcentric initiative.

Volvo Group to be 100% fossil free.

